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“Platformless content”- How digital platforms shape content creation
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A fundamental paradigm shift is taking place in the media and entertainment industries. Digital was first perceived as a 
disruptive medium and positioned as a standalone add-on. A ‘satellite’ addition to the ‘main’ edition, digital department 

was frequently instructed not to overstep their digital boundaries in a way that would upset the core operations. Once digital 
emerged as a viable growth engine and revenue generator, media companies’ perspectives on digital shifted. Content that 
was previously only available on ‘old’ media platforms was added to websites and apps. It seemed that digital finally got the 
attention it deserved. Still, revenues generated on ‘old’ media platforms continue to be significantly higher than their digital 
counterparts. The challenge goes further than re-posting press stories online, or re-purposing TV shows and making them 
available on-demand. The opportunity depends on identifying original, first-run content that is suitable for cross-platform 
digital exploitation in theme, style and format. While traditional media struggle with the ‘future of content’ and how to enable 
its offering on digital platforms, grassroots content is being created and watched. Frequently without intrinsic artistic merits 
or production values, this content frequently lacks a meaningful ‘shelf life’. New media is in need of new content. There is an 
opportunity for content that can be produced for a fraction of what the average TV show costs. Content that is sticky, social 
media-friendly, and made for agile multi-platform consumption. The online universe offers endless interactive opportunities 
to ‘close-the-loop’ and enable direct, on-going interaction with viewers (frequently described online as ‘viewers’). It allows 
for direct and focused funneling of viewers from content to commerce, through context! Digital and interactive media allows 
content creators to provide impulse-based commerce tie-ins, and for the first time to ‘own the entire media-value-chain’. 
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